Eleven Plus GL Style Mock Test Experiences 2021
Flying Start’s GL style mock test
experiences provide your child with
the opportunity to sit realistic practice
tests online in exam conditions. This
is an invaluable experience for helping
students to alleviate nerves, develop
confidence with exam techniques and
get up to speed ready for the big day.

Mock test papers

Flying Start’s mock test papers are written
in-house, by our team of Eleven Plus
experts and directed by Sian Goodspeed,
experienced teacher and author of
many Schofield and Sims Eleven Plus
books. We make our mock tests as close
to the real deal as possible and our
professionally produced papers are often
hailed as the best on the market.
There are five sets of papers and
students may sit any number, although
most families opt for all five to enable
their children to experience the full range
of question types and maximise their
chances of exam success.
Just like the real Buckinghamshire 11+
tests, our mocks comprise two papers,
each lasting about 45 minutes, with a
break in between. Within each paper
there are a number of timed sections,
with the format and question types closely
emulating the real 11+ exams. Instructions
are delivered via audio recordings for an
authentic 11+ exam experience.

Test Paper One - Verbal Reasoning
(VR)
Includes comprehension, cloze and
technical English elements such as proof
reading, jumbled sentences etc. The
verbal reasoning score from this paper
makes up 50% of the total mark.
Test Paper Two – Maths and NonVerbal and Spatial Reasoning (NVR)
Includes quick fire maths and
worded maths problems, along
with a range of NVR and spatial
reasoning question types, as found
on the Bucks 11+ tests. The NVR and
maths scores from this paper each
make up 25% of the total mark.

How it works

Mock tests will take place at a scheduled
time in one of our virtual exam rooms.
Once enrolled in an exam, you will
be given access to the online exam
candidates’ area, in which you will find
PDFs of the exam papers and answer
sheets. You will need to download and
print these off for your child ahead of the
exam time. If you are unable to print,
we offer a print and post service for an
additional fee of £10. Please email us to
arrange this once you have booked the
mock test.
Important! Please do not let your child
see the test papers or answer sheets
ahead of the exam!
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At the time of the exam, your child will log
into their virtual exam room, where they
will find the exam invigilator and other
exam candidates. In order to facilitate the
efficient invigilation of the exam, we ask
that students enter the exam room with
cameras on, microphones off and their
first name only displayed on screen. If
you would prefer your child not to be on
camera, please turn the camera off before
they enter the room.
At the designated start time, the invigilator
will talk through the exam procedures and
will then administer the tests under strict
exam conditions. We ask that parents
support the formality of the exam process
by ensuring that their child only has
access to the materials required for the
exam and understands, in advance, the
exam procedures. Exam procedures and
instructions will be available in the exam
candidates’ area on enrolment.

Results

Following the exam, we ask that you scan
or photograph your child’s answer sheets
and email them to us. Once your child’s
answer sheets have been received, they
will be marked and the results will be
emailed out to you within three working
days. You will be provided with a report
containing your child’s total score and the
scores for each subject area, together
with the target score and average score
of all the pupils who have sat the same
test. Your child’s scores for each question
type will also be included, enabling you to
assess which areas they need to work on.

FREE Mock feedback
session

Included in the mock test fee, is a live
online two-hour mock feedback session.
This will take place in the same virtual
exam room several days after the exam
results have been issued. During the
feedback session, one of our tutors will
review the exam papers with the students,
revising key exam techniques and going
over the methods for some of the trickier
questions. In advance of the session,
students may ask the tutor to review
specific questions by posting a message
in the exam forum.

FREE ACCESS to Online
Learning Zone

All students booking onto a Flying Start
mock test will be provided with a FREE
login to our Flying Start Online Learning
Zone, giving them access to a range of
online tests featuring additional practice
questions of the same types found on
each mock paper. Each mock test you
book is complemented by a suite of tests
comprising 100 additional questions.
Each suite of tests is unique to each
mock so the more mock tests your
child takes, the more online questions
they can access. As we all know:
practice makes perfect - so the more
tests your child does, the better their
chances of improving their scores.
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When to book?

Our series of five GL style mock tests
has been carefully scheduled to enable
optimal practice in the months leading up
to the real 11+ tests. The papers are of a
similar difficulty level and can therefore be
sat in any order.
To maximise the benefits, we recommend
students sit one or two mock tests during
the Easter and May half term breaks and
the rest over the summer. This enables
them to learn from their mistakes and
see positive progress which is a great
motivator! For dates and availability,
please visit our website.

Ready to book?

Fees
Only £65 per mock experience! Includes
downloadable mock paper, live online
mock test, feedback session and learning
zone access!

What else is on offer?

11+ Flash Workshops
90-minute workshops focusing on
specific 11+ question types that
students typically find tricky to
master.
11+ Superpowers Workshops
Give your child the edge with this
series of five interactive online
workshops.
Revision and Practice courses
Beat the summer slide and fine-tune
exam techniques with our week-long
summer courses.
Mocks in a Box
Everything you need to run realistic
mock tests from the comfort of your
own home.

How to book
Book online via our website:
www.flyingstarttuition.co.uk/11-pluscourses/11-plus-mock-tests
Alternatively, email
hello@flyingstarttuition.co.uk or
call us on 01494 772898 and we
will be happy to assist you.
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